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T
he past 15 years have been witness to the birth of
an entirely new therapy for extracranial carotid
artery disease. From its initial configuration of a
tracheobronchial Wallstent (Boston Scientific

Corporation, Natick, MA) and 0.035-inch-based equip-
ment without embolic protection practiced by a small fra-
ternity of operators from a variety of specialty back-
grounds, carotid artery stenting (CAS) has matured signifi-
cantly with dedicated carotid equipment from stents to
distal filters to proximal flow reversal, which is now more
widely disseminated. There have been no fewer than 10 US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval/clearance
studies and several postmarket multicenter prospective
studies representing well over 12,000 procedures reported
in the literature in a short span of 7 years. In other words, a
legitimate field, not only of novel therapy but also of clini-
cal study, has emerged.

As a result, for both the producer and the consumer of
literature regarding CAS, there may be significant chal-
lenges in understanding the critical issues related to this
therapy. Because a device therapy is ultimately being com-
pared to a long-standing surgical standard of care, there
are many opportunities to draw incorrect conclusions
(about either therapy) due to differences in reporting stan-
dards, trial design and conduct, populations being ana-
lyzed, etc. As a corollary example, results from drug-eluting
stents are typically segregated by complexity of lesion and
patient type (ie, diabetics, small vessels, bifurcations, long
lesions, left main, etc.), and outcomes in the more com-
plex groups are expected to be different and generally
worse than those in the nondiabetic, single-vessel, de
novo, > 3-mm intervention. Unfortunately, the same sepa-
ration has not been strictly maintained for CAS outcome
analysis, and because CAS had its roots in clinical practice
mainly as an alternative to patients who were at higher-

than-usual risk for carotid endarterectomy (CEA) or were
excluded from previous landmark CEA trials, the popula-
tion for whom data are available in CAS is largely com-
posed of “confounders” or patients who would otherwise
affect CEA outcomes negatively. In general, this is an older
group of patients with a significant severity of illness for
whom there are little or no quality CEA data available for
even historical comparisons.

This article intends to examine some of the issues of
CAS outcome reporting by using specific examples of
studies—both positive and negative—as the foundation
for critique and discussion.

TRIAL CONSTRUCT AND CONDUCT
Populations Studied 

In carotid revascularization, CAS or CEA, it is generally
acknowledged that there are material differences in out-
comes between symptomatic and asymptomatic patients,
high- and standard-surgical-risk patients, as well as
patients younger and older than 80 years of age. So when
evaluating the results of any given study, and to fit it into
an appropriate historical context for comparison, the
study cohort must be defined by those factors.

Study Size
Because event rates for CAS and CEA are low, compar-

isons between the two therapies generally require well in
excess of 1,000 patients in order to possess adequate sta-
tistical power. Moreover, if one were attempting to assess
the effect of a change in devices that would lead to a 1%
improvement, a trial of over 5,000 patients would be nec-
essary. There is currently only one1 published randomized
trial > 1,000 patients (1,200); however, it was halted with-
out a definitive statistical preference for CAS versus CEA
(see later section).
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Prospective Versus Retrospective Data Collection
It is axiomatic that prospective data collection and pre-

specified statistical analyses are the standard in trial design.
However, it is not always readily obvious what effects retro-
spective reporting may have, especially in a comparative
analysis (CAS vs CEA). A retrospective study inherently
introduces the bias of the operator of one therapy over
another for a certain patient or lesion (ie, selection bias),
does not allow for uniform outcomes assessment (ie, some
patient groups may have variability in the degree or amount
of standard neurologic evaluation performed), and relies on
site and operator reporting event types and severities rather
than a clinical events committee following specific defini-
tions and rules.

Although there are certain adjustments for severity of ill-
ness and other covariate differences (ie, propensity analysis)
that can be performed to attempt to account for the selec-
tion biases, in the end, retrospective studies in CAS will gen-
erally suffer from the fatal flaws of disparate populations
and inadequate event detection and reporting. 

It is also worth noting that these trials were performed as
multicenter studies. Single-center results, while often laud-
able, do not demonstrate the generalizability of the tech-
nique.

Centralized Qualifying Committees
In any prospective randomized study between the two

therapies, it is important that the operators be sufficiently
qualified and experienced so that they do not add to the
results as confounders. This was the case with the landmark
studies of CEA from the 1980s and 1990s that included only
the best surgeons with demonstrated best results as study
investigators. Such diligence in site selection vetting for CAS
studies has not always been followed, with predictably cata-
strophic outcomes. This is likely because CAS was not an
established therapy, and many trials started before an ade-
quate judging of the interventionists was done, although
this is not the case with the CEA operators. However, in
other trials, no attempt at standardized evaluation or train-
ing of potential interventionists was even undertaken.

Independent Evaluation of Outcomes 
It has been amply demonstrated that an independent

assessment of the procedural outcome by a neurologist will
identify minor neurologic events not typically noted by the
operators. Any study in which this was either not done, or
not uniformly done, will suffer from underreporting of
events, and therefore, will be an improper assessment of the
therapy being tested.

Site-reported events require adjudication using a clinical
events committee and predefined rules. Without such a
mechanism, there is generally an underreporting of events.

Modern CAS
The standard use of stents and embolic protection

devices (EPDs) is a minimum requirement for a CAS arm of
a trial reporting results. Ideally, operators would be experi-
enced in the device(s) selected for the trial. Dual-antiplatelet
therapy, for at least 1 month, should also be stipulated.

Analysis
In an effort to determine differences between treatment

groups (CAS vs CEA) or devices (open cell vs closed cell),
many studies will perform ad hoc statistical analyses. At
best, the results of such analyses are hypothesis generating
but cannot and should not be the basis for definitive state-
ments or changes in practice.

CASE EXAMPLES
Prospective Randomized Studies

There are three published multicenter randomized trials
(SAPPHIRE,2 SPACE,1 and EVA-3S3) studying CAS and CEA
(CAVATAS is primarily an angioplasty trial), with CEA being
used as the standard of care for comparison purposes.
Although randomized trials generally represent the highest
level of clinical science, each of these trials has critical flaws
that limit their import.

SPACE. A standard surgical-risk trial of symptomatic
patients randomizing CEA and CAS 1:1, had neurologic
audit, central vetting and adjudication committees, and
prespecified appropriate analyses. Although after 1,200
patients were enrolled, there was no difference in the pri-
mary endpoint of 30-day death and stroke. SPACE was orig-
inally projected to require 1,900 patients but was halted
after sponsorship was withdrawn when slightly higher
event rates than originally assumed in both arms increased
to > 2,500 to prove noninferiority. Unfortunately, EPDS
were not used in 73% of the patients, so conclusions
regarding protected CAS cannot be made. Moreover, the
authors’ summation was incorrect, “SPACE failed to pro-
vide noninferiority…” when in fact, the only correct con-
clusion can be, “SPACE failed to reach its original and subse-
quent enrollment goals, and therefore, no definitive state-
ments can be made.”

EVA-3S. A standard surgical-risk trial of symptomatic
patients randomizing CEA and CAS 1 to 1, had neurologic
audit, and after the first 80 patients, mandated EPDs due to
poor outcomes without them. The original enrollment goal
was 872 patients, and although the trial was stopped after
572 patients for safety and futility reasons, the original sta-
tistical assumptions were probably overly optimistic and in
error, leading to an underestimation of required subjects.
However, the most significant flaw with this study is unable
to be overcome: grossly underexperienced CAS operators
produced excessive adverse outcomes (an almost 10% 30-
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day death and stroke rate), including approximately 5% emer-
gency surgery during CAS, an event that is almost unheard of.

Prospective Registries
All but one of the investigational device exemption studies

providing pivotal data for the FDA approval of carotid stents in
this country were in registry format and compared their results
to an objective performance goal that was an amalgam of prior
outcomes in similar high-surgical-risk populations.4-6 Although
admittedly not as robust as randomized trials, these studies
were conducted with all of the rigor described previously, and
as a result, have generally produced quality data on CAS out-
comes and serve as an example of appropriate methodology.

Similarly, the multicenter studies performed after FDA
approval7-9 were also conducted rigorously, and except for the
absence of angiographic core laboratory oversight, have also
provided high-quality data on CAS.

Retrospective Registries
These registries, which generally compare outcomes in CEA

to CAS, abound and unfortunately draw far-reaching conclu-
sions that have largely gone unchallenged in spite of poor
methodology and limited value data.10,11 In addition to marked
comorbidity differences in the populations being studied, they
are rife with selection bias and unequal neurologic audit. CAS
in the United States typically requires a neurologic audit, due to
its continued status as an FDA-approved but CMS-restricted
technology, whereas the unrestricted practice of CEA generally
does not involve a neurologist. These issues are further com-
pounded by some analyses that include charge data, which is
notoriously inaccurate, rather than direct variable costs related
to the procedures. Given these inherent limitations in retro-
spective analyses, they are best consumed with caution. The
same goes for similar retrospective analyses of stent designs,
EPDs, etc.12,13

Meta-Analyses
It is easy to see that given the differences in the populations

treated, trial design and conduct, outcome determination, use
of EPDs, operator experience, etc., that any attempt at a meta-
analysis will be difficult and limited. However, that has not
stopped several authors from performing them and drawing
over-reaching and unqualified conclusions. One author went so
far as to declare in her title that medical therapy alone was the
standard treatment for asymptomatic carotid disease, without
any original evidence of a differential outcome versus revascu-
larization. The statement was based on documenting a tempo-
ral decrease in stroke rates in the medical arms of surgical trials
during the past decade and a half, even though the actual med-
ical therapy in many of those trials could not be documented,
nor could achievement of target blood pressure, lipid levels,
etc.14 In short, beware the meta-analysis in this field.

CONCLUSION
This article has outlined many of the necessary elements

unique to CAS therapy investigation and reporting of out-
comes. Although many of these elements may seem obvious
or intuitive, their absence has not prevented flawed studies
and conclusions from being published in high-impact jour-
nals and absorbed by a readership otherwise unfamiliar with
these important factors’ influence on the results. These
studies and their noncritical consumption have had a major
impact on the practice of CAS, both here and abroad, and
have ultimately led to limitation of access to this alternative
therapy for patients at high risk for surgery, which has
achieved American Heart Association guideline safety pro-
files, and a slowdown of technology improvements that
could further enhance patient safety. ■
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